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Relevance to South Carolina 

 The majority of SC earthquakes do not pose a 

threat to local populations or infrastructure

 However larger earthquake have occurred

 At least 5 major earthquakes in the past 5000 years

 40-60% of Magnitude 6 In Eastern US in the next 

30 years 

 Recent example: 1886 (Magnitude 7)
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Liquefaction Basics

 Strong shaking causes water saturated sediments to 

begin to behave like  pressurized liquid

 PGA- pore pressure- gravity- sinking and sand blows

 Worst case: young, unconsolidated, saturated sediments 

or artificial fill
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What is HAZUS?

 HAZUS-MH is a collection of risk assessment 

methodologies that analyze potential losses from 

common natural disasters such as floods, 

hurricanes, or earthquakes

 Before loss calculations the event must be modeled 

(in terms of geographic spread and intensity)

 This uses data gathered and implanted by the user

 These methods can be realized most readily in a 

GIS environment 



What is a GIS?

 Geographic information system-

 “A computer based information system for integrating, 

analyzing and managing databases and spatial 

information.”

 In English:

A computer program and user duo that can process 

mapable data sets to uncover new information



Liquefaction Modeling

 Requires the input of several variables

Most of the information is published by USDA NRCS

 Ex: SSURGO and STATSGO

 Or USGS geologic maps

Other variable sets have to be modeled using another 

part of HAZUS 

 ex: PGA- how violent and earthquake is



Liquefaction Modeling

Soil Type Age Peak Ground 

Acceleration

Moment 

magnitude

Ground 

Water 

Depth

P[ liquefaction | 

PGA=a]

Moment 

Magnitude 

correlation factor 

“Km”Portion of Map 

unit susceptible 

to liquefaction 

“Pml”

Ground Water 

Correlation 

Factor “Kw”

Determines 

formula used 

Spivey, B.

M 7.3 EQ 

model

Spivey, B.

M 6.9 EQ 

model

Liquefaction Susceptibility

Category

Probability of 

Liquefaction

1:24,000 USGS

“Detailed 

Geology”

SC geologic 

survey

1:24,000 USDA

SSURGO Dataor

HAZUS-MH MR1 

Technical Manual:

Chapter 4:: (PESH)



Soil type: Need to change data in to a 

numbering system: 1,2,3,… (new field to this) Soil age: Numbering system: 

•“100”: <500 yrs

•“200”: 500-11,000 yrs

•“300”: 11,000-2 million yrs

•“400”: > 2 million yrs

#1

23

Soil 

Type
Age

Liquefaction Susceptibility

Category

1:24,000 USGS:

“Detailed 

Geology”

SC geologic 

survey

Liquefaction Susceptibility Map

HAZUS-MH MR1 Technical Manual:

Chapter 4:: (PESH)









Formulas for P[ liquefaction | PGA=a]

Peak Ground 

Acceleration

P[ liquefaction | PGA=a]

Determines 

formula used 

Spivey, B.

M 7.3 EQ 

model

Spivey, B.

M 6.9 EQ 

model

Liquefaction Susceptibility

Category

HAZUS-MH MR1 Technical Manual:

Chapter 4:: (PESH)

Gives probability for 

liquefaction assuming worst 

case conditions at every site



Spivey, Brooke



Moment Magnitude correlation factor "Km"

Moment 

magnitude

Moment Magnitude 

correlation factor 

“Km”

Spivey, B.

M 7.3 EQ 

model

Spivey, B.

M 6.9 EQ 

model

*No map, just a 

number in a table

HAZUS-MH MR1 Technical Manual:

Chapter 4:: (PESH)



Ground Water Correlation Factor “Kw”

Ground Water 

Depth

Ground Water 

Correlation Factor 

“Kw”

USDA

SSURGO 

Data

Liquefaction needs water to occur 





Portion of Map unit susceptible to 

liquefaction (Pml)

 Last little control to ensure realistic model.



Liquefaction Final Formula

 Multiplying the result by 100 gives the percent 

chance that a given plot will liquefy 

 The soil plot will not liquefy 

 Maximum about  one fourth of it

Methods and Formulas 

outlined in: 

“HAZUS-MH MR1 

Technical Manual:

Chapter 4: Potential 

Earth Science Hazards 

(PESH)”







Application of model

 We have an idea of were the liquefaction will 

happen and to what degree.

 So now what?



Emergency Planning

 Some human populations reside in areas that have a 

high natural hazard risk

When these naturally occurring events cause damage 

and loss of life the are „natural disasters‟

 Emergency planning has one function: decrease the 

loss of life and property by 

 preemptively taking action (Hospital placement) 

 and establishing procedures after the event (Red Cross)



Using a hazard layer in planning

 Hazard layers like this 

are limiters not 

determiners

 Its like an opponents 

Bishop chess piece 

You really should not 

move into its line of 

attack.



Examples for this study

 Determine the 

transportation systems 

effected (HAZUS 

main purpose)

 Bridges

 Roads effected

 FEMA POD 

placement (limits 

viable location)
Ideas on slide „borrowed‟ from 

fellow students.



Model imperfections 

 Data holes:

 SURRGO will not 

have data heavily 

urban areas

 Fixes:

 Fill in the data using 

best judgment and 

knowledge of area

 Impossible values-

here they stem from the 

P[liquefaction |PGA]

 Set anything above 

100% equal to 100 and 

any negative to 0

In this study:

(polygons)

M= 7.3 model M= 6.9 model

Greater 100% 2.9% Greater 100% 1.5%

Greater 200% .7% Greater 200% .3%

Negatives 0% Negatives .1%



Question?


